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Site Accessibility 

West Parking  Provide curb ramps from the two striped areas onto sidewalk, and verify that 

curb ramps exist on either side of the vehicular crossing.  (This is high traffic 

crossing area with relatively low visibility because of the tree growth.) 

 

Accessible Route & Features 

Stair at Room 190  Provide double height handrails with extensions (approximately 96 lf.) 

Health Center  Provide lever door hardware. 

Faculty 122  Provide lever door hardware. 

Ind Arts 129  Provide lever door hardware. 

Girls Locker 145  Provide lever door hardware or pulls. 

Boys Locker 155  Provide lever door hardware or pulls. 

Art 185  Provide lever door hardware. 

Science 168  Provide lever door hardware. 

Music  Provide lever door hardware. 

Home Economics  Provide lever door hardware. 

Room 137  Provide lever hardware on door to stage of Multi-Purpose room. 

Classrooms  Provide lever hardware as requested for program access by students and 

staff (approximately 33 classrooms.) 

 

 

Plumbing Elements 

Girls Locker 145  Provide an accessible shower with grab bars.   

Boys Locker 155  Provide an accessible shower with grab bars.   

Office 101  Provide a sink at 34” high. 

Faculty 122  Provide a sink at 34” high. 

Ind Arts 129  Provide a sink at 34” high. 

Art 185  Provide a sink at 34” high. 

Science 168  Provide a sink at 34” high.  If gases are provided, provide one at 34” high 

counter and within accessible reach ranges. 

Home Economics 

182? 

 Provide a sink at 34” high. 

 

 

Communication Elements 

West Entry  Add visual two-way communications with either an added for replacement 

device at this locked ADA entry. 

Multi-Purpose 

Room 196 

 Provide assisted listening devices. 

Big Gym 159  Provide assisted listening devices. 

Signage  Review the interior building signage.  Provide accessible signs (using 60” 

max to bottom of the top line of test and 48” max to the bottom of Braille) at 

new accessible spaces and permanent signage at common areas where is 

not already provided.  If signage is provided at classrooms, provide 
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accessible signage. 

 

 

Special Spaces, Built-in Elements & Recreational Facilities 

Home Economics 

182? 

 Provide a work counter 34” high and 30” beside the accessible sink 

counter. 

Girls Locker 145  Provide a bench with seat 20-inches deep and 42-inches long with back 

support at each sports field where benches are provided. 

Boys Locker 155  Provide a bench with seat 20-inches deep and 42-inches long with back 

support at each sports field where benches are provided. 

Play Fields  Provide a bench with seat 20-inches deep and 42-inches long with back 

support at each sports field where benches are provided. 

 

 

 


